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Executive Summary

1. People's food patterns are among other things influenced by their social environments.
Analysing the relationship between the social environment and food culture is an important
lead in trying to derive consumer objectives directed towards the food sector. 

2. The way of life typology proposed by Højrup may be a useful device for analysing how the
social environment impacts food patterns. Højrup proposes three ways of life: the independent
way of life, the wage-earner way of life, and the career-bound way of life. He relates these
types to empirical observation by qualitative analysis.

3. Various attempts have been made to make the way of life concept amenable to quantitative
analysis by the formulation of survey questions. However, the methodological questions
raised by these attempts have not been solved satisfactorily.

4. Way of life analysis has certain weaknesses when applied to large-scale social changes
which affect everyday life. Work by Ziehe, which describes such changes by the processes of
technocratization and destruction of tradition, is invoked to supplement way of life analysis.
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Consumers’ environments and food patterns

Determinants and potentials of consumer behaviour in the industrialised countries are closely
linked to the production and distribution of food products as well as to the traditions and
cultural norms which set the framework for daily life. 

Consumers constitute a heterogeneous group with quite varied patterns of behaviour and
varied attitudes to food and eating habits. This research project views consumers as acting
within specific environments or living conditions. This perspective can help us discover
whether there is a relationship between social environment and types of food tradition. Even-
though the concepts of “environment” or “food tradition” are not well-defined, we will
attempt to establish a more precise definition, which may be used in our further research
activities.

Broadly speaking the environment of an individual is usually regarded as a group of people
who live under approximately the same conditions as regards resources, housing, work, and
who have the same level of education. Members of the same environment group see
themselves as having similar attitudes as well as similar tastes in home furnishings, clothing
styles, and spare time activities. If we were to apply such an every day concept of
“environment”, it would pose serious problems for a thorough analysis. It is not certain, for
example, that individuals with the same kinds of jobs, educational level, resources and
uniform political attitudes also have similar attitudes to spare time pursuits or home
furnishings. The question arises of how many of the numerous possible parameters must be
identical in order for us to conclude that a group of people can be said to belong to the same
“environment”. Moreover, it is almost certain that several environments will overlap.
Individuals who work at the same place and who have similar educational backgrounds and
leadership responsibilities, may consider themselves as coming from “the same environment”.
On closer examination, however, the same individuals may display considerable variations in
their spare time preferences, preferences as regards friends, way of life, and the like.
Difficulty of classification is closely related to the multiplicity of influences and the
socialisation we receive from our parents, in our neighbourhoods, at work, via participation in
leisure activities and party organisations, etc.

Despite these difficulties in defining “environments” in everyday life, our point of departure is
that consumers with different behaviour patterns and attitudes are not randomly distributed in
the population. Instead, we postulate that there are a number of material, cultural and
ideological factors which enable us to classify consumers into distinct behavioural groups
according to specifically defined criteria. As the criteria are not so rigid these groups cannot,
however, be called specific environments. We do not intend to define the groups so that they
are “airtight” and not overlapping. Our goal is to establish polar types which can help
elucidate various characteristics of the relevant environments, enabling a classification of
consumers in relation to these poles. The point of departure is the concept of “way of life” as
defined by Roos (1986 p 39). “The way of life is a subjective, specific combination of the
activities of the individual, family or social group (with a relatively similar way of life) within
framework of the subject’s life history and living conditions”. In the empirical analysis the
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goal is to place the way-of-life concept in a societal context, helping us describe peoples’
environment in a more differentiated way in relation to their actual living conditions.

Interest in disclosing behavioural and attitudinal patterns exists within all branches of the
social sciences. Each discipline has developed and implemented its own set of concepts and
definitions, ranging from life style analyses to division into social groups according to living
conditions, to the way-of-life conceptualisations of ethnology. All these concepts have
evolved within different traditions, each having its own objective. Therefore it is seldom
possible to borrow a complete set of definitions and concepts and simply apply them in an
analysis with a different objective. Later on we will argue why especially we chose the “way-
of-life” analysis used by Danish ethnologists to describe various consumer groups as our point
of departure. We will try to identify the relationship between specific ways of life and changes
in food traditions.

Food and housekeeping patterns are based on both material conditions and cultural norms.
Food habits and traditions change as a result of both long-term changes in living conditions
and short-term events in an individual’s life cycle. Food patterns change when we start a
family, when suddenly we become single again, as we grow older, and when we become
“old”. Food patterns depend on both economic and time resources, which also change in the
life cycle. Uusitalo shows this in her work on empirical identification of consumption style
dimensions (1979). Bonke analysed how choices of food depend on the availability of
economic and time resources, in order to examine to which degree the choice of food is
rational - ie, lead to maximum obtainable welfare under given constraints (Bonke, 1992). He
analysed the choice of food products using modern extensions of the neoclassical theory of
consumer behaviour. These theories view the preparation of meals as a case of household
production with four kinds of input, viz the food products bought, the time used for shopping,
cooking and washing up, household capital such as kitchen appliances, and human capital
such as cooking skills. In his empirical analysis, Danish households are classified according to
their disposable income and their disposable time, and furthermore food products are
classified according to their degree of convenience. He finds that convenience foods account
for 22.9% of the expenditures for households with least disposable income and most
disposable time, whereas they account for 41.4% for households with the highest disposable
income and lowest disposable time. His conclusion is that Danish households react rationally
to changes in their money and time budgets. 

Whereas Bonke focuses on the households’ allocation of time and money in relation to the
degree of convenience of the food, our intention is to relate food consumption patterns to a
broader array of factors forming the individual’s way of life, family type with or without
children, urban or rural living-conditions, relation to work and leisure time, and money and
time resources (see also Jelsøe, Land & Lassen 1992, 1993). 

Food patterns may also change with the transformation of external conditions - when prices of
specific foods change markedly in relation to other food products, when new food products
are introduced to the market or when shopping possibilities become limited when, for
example, the neighbourhood food store disappears (Wheelock & Frank, 1989). Changes in
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food patterns also result from changes in social and cultural norms (Fjellström, 1990). More
specifically, they are influenced by other food cultures via cookbooks, magazines, television
food programs, travelling, frozen food for micro-wave ovens, and the presence of cheap
restaurants, take-aways etc. (Ilmonen, 1991).

A definition of a given “food culture” is just as imprecise as the definition of “environment”
(Shephard & Sparks, 1992). Yet, Danes have a fair idea of what “typical Danish food culture”
or “Italian pasta culture” is. Also in this area, it is difficult to classify unambiguously a
family’s food patterns as belonging to a single food culture. Indeed, we can describe food
patterns in terms of their relative proximity to a pole representing one specific food culture.
Few families will belong exclusively to a narrowly defined Danish food culture with its
characteristic repertoire of beef patties, meat balls, sausage, boiled potatoes with brown gravy,
and the Sunday pork roast dinner. Traditional Danish food culture is also influenced by other
food traditions which have entered the Danish culinary repertoire during the past 20-30 years.
An analysis of the Swedish food culture made by Ekström (1990) shows that some times meal
ideology is quite different from what individuals actually eat. Hence it is not enough to
analyse what we eat without asking why and how we eat as we do. Andersen (1993) made a
qualitative study in France to collect information about French food habits. She found that all
respondents had very similar ideas about the composition of a good plain meal, but remain
very traditional as regards their food habits, which are bounded in regional food habits. 

Our food patterns do not consist simply of what we eat. They also include a set of practices
connected to food. Our analysis of food patterns divides food culture into several well-known
activities connected to a meal: 

purchase of food
preparation of the meal
eating practices, 
cleaning up activities.

While it is important to distinguish the various practices, we nevertheless seek to describe
various food patterns as integrated wholes which enter into an interaction with other aspects
of everyday life.1

“Way of life” analysis

Our efforts to differentiate consumer groups take departure in the “way-of-life” analysis,
developed by Højrup (1983). The “way-of-life” concept, derived from analyses of modes of
production, was chosen for several reasons:

1 Dividing food culture into these numerous activities is done in many works of research. Bonke (1992) does it in his analysis
of which types of technologies are connected to the various household activities, and Grunert, Brunsø and Bisp (1993) focus
on similar elements, which contribute to link food products and values in their concepts of food-related life styles.
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* The “way-of-life” concept has been built upon actual practices of everyday life and
forms of articulation. We believe that the “way-of-life” concepts constitute a successful
attempt to describe the environments of everyday life as an integrated complex of beha-
vioural patterns and ideologies related to specific conditions of existence.

* We have sought to take our point of departure in analyses of everyday life which
operate with theoretically well-grounded categories.

* We believe it is important to include the cultural dimension in the analysis of everyday
life and in the classifications of social groups.

* We do not simply seek to classify consumer groups or demographic groups, but also to
understand the background for the forms of articulation.

In the ten years since Højrup’s book appeared, further attempts have been made to refine and
re-evaluate “way-of-life” analysis, in the discipline of ethnology as well as in other social
sciences (Dam Rasmussen, 1989; Simonsen, 1993; Bærenholdt, 1986). The goal of this paper
is to present the “way-of-life” analysis and to evaluate those criticisms of the concept, which
may be relevant to our own research.

Way of life and cultural emancipation

In “way-of-life” analysis, concepts are constructed based upon the individual’s immediate
environment, ranging from family to local community, but not reaching the general societal
level. This limitation has certain weaknesses when an attempt is made to explain how large-
scale social changes affect everyday life. Therefore, we want to make a digression describing
some essential changes in the cultural and societal situation in the last 20 years. Here we have
been inspired by Ziehe and Stubenrauch’s work (1983) on the nature of the existing cultural
situation and the processes of cultural transformation. 

Ziehe and Stubenrauch use the concept of technocratisation, which is related to earlier works
of Habermas. They belong to a group of social scientists at The University of Hannover
(which also includes Brückner, Negt and Kluge). The basic understanding of social structures
and change, which is common to this group of researchers, may briefly be characterised as
follows: Many spheres of everyday life have become increasingly “socialised” in capitalist
society during the last half century. In this way, the capitalist society has become more non-
transparent. Rationalisation and automation of the working processes have contributed to the
alienation of the workers. Rationalisation has also spread to other spheres of everyday life and
people have increasingly become subject to an abstract societal “socialisation process”. Many
spheres of everyday life have become more effective and technocratised. Television brings
millions of people face to face with the same information and knowledge at the same time,
and consequently contributes indirectly to curb leisure activities. Socialisation processes are
institutionalised, also by nursery schools, day care centres etc. With the state as a connecting
link, these institutions are subjugated to the same capitalist legalities and logic as the
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production sector. All this leads to the individual feeling left in the dark. As a result
individuals feel deprived of influence on their own life conditions (Holm-Hansen, here from
Holm, 1991). 

One of the objectives of Ziehe’s work2 is to provide a historic classification of the present
cultural situation. On this basis the consequences of the continuous process of change, which
characterises capitalism, may be discussed. His point of departure consists of two interrelated
tendencies that absorb, transform, and encroach on our cultural reality. The first one is the
technocratisation of various domains of everyday life, and the second one is the destruction of
traditions.

Technocratisation of various domains of everyday life includes how the rationality of
production and organisation structures intrude the spheres of everyday life, which result in an
ever increasing rational and rigid everyday life3. This tendency intensified in the process of
industrialisation during the 1960’s and the consequences of the process of technocratisation
became apparent during the 1970’s and 1980’s. Concurrently, a continuous increase in the
functional division of labour between the domains of everyday life took place, often causing
their separation. This applies to workplaces, changes in cities, which are split up into areas of
function, traffic systems, the media, and to shopping centres as well. 

The second tendency, the destruction of tradition, is closely tied to the process of
technocratisation. However, it is not evident in hard facts and registered phenomena. If
anything, it is visible in more “blurry” and at times almost imperceptible tendencies, which
Ziehe terms the destruction of a tradition-bound culture. He defines culture as the relationship
between society’s material and symbolic products - including patterns of identity and their
interpretations. Examples of the destruction of tradition-bound culture are Christianity’s
declining importance as a guideline in everyday life, the change in sexual morality and
behaviour, diminishing generation roles, the questioning of gender relations, and changes in
the attitude towards authorities. 

These cultural modernising processes are conceived as a consequence of many spheres of
every day life being increasingly “socialised”. Earlier, the spheres of everyday life were
functionally adapted to the capitalist socio-economic system, but in reality they were
structured in a rather traditional manner. Spheres of everyday life were “private” and took
place in the domestic reproduction sphere, pre- and non-capitalist spheres rather than
capitalist. The cultural modernisation processes have affected, eg, our way of life, attitudes
towards aspects of our daily life, spare time activities, festivities, family relations, sexual
needs, and eating habits, all of which have an increasing impact on how everyday life is
structured both within and outside of production. 

The destruction of tradition is also of fundamental importance for people’s interpretarion and
understanding of themselves. Life is no longer predetermined by traditional life cycles, as was

2 Ziehe is referred to in the following (and not Stubenrauch), as he is the author of the first chapters, which are dealt with in
this text.
3 Ziehe does not refer directly to Habermas’ concept of technocratization, but his work has to be seen in this context. 
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the case earlier, when different social classes passed on a life style, which encompassed a
predetermined interpretation of how each person renders his or her future and daily life
meaningful. This destruction of tradition should not be looked upon as the destruction of
“good old traditions and life cycles”, but as an emancipation of opportunities, which we may
consider when interpreting ourselves. Security, peace of mind, and finding one’s bearings in
regard to tradition were earlier narrow-minded and self-contained within the social
environment. This seems almost incomprehensible today.

The changes in gender roles, child rearing patterns, views of personal identity, forms of
everyday communication, food habits and housekeeping routines can certainly be said to have
changed more profoundly in the last 20-30 years than in the preceding century.

The process of emancipation presented by Ziehe may be interpreted as a socio-cultural
emancipation from cultural tradition. 

“An emancipation is taking place concerning traditions such as sexual relations, and marital and

family structures. Even images in our minds - the media, advertisements,... triggers explosions of

ideas, dreams, and fantasies, which even the most radical utopians of the last century could not

imagine” (Ziehe, 1983 p 30). 

In this context Ziehe comments on emancipation in a cultural sense, but points out that this
does not mean that we are more “emancipated” in reality. He maintains that the cultural
emancipation causes an expansion of what one expects, dreams, and longs for in life, even if it
cannot be attained in reality. Emancipation from traditions yields new prospects. For example
identity is no longer experienced only as something taken over from the social base, where
life as a whole is mapped out in the personal biographies determined during childhood. 

According to Ziehe, cultural emancipation produces a peculiar double-sided tendency: People
become much more emancipated from objectively predetermined structures, and in particular
emancipated from symbolic foundation of tradition. The consequence of this is primarily an
upgrading of the meaning of subjectivity. Never before have so many people had so much
time, so many material opportunities, so much psychological attention, so much societal
symbolism and images to bring forth happiness in mind and speech concerning one’s own
suffering, relations to other people, and the needs for communication. On the other hand by
this upgrading of reality’s meaning, people become more exposed and more vulnerable.

“The gap between the longing for being constituted as a subject and the experience of how difficult

it in fact is to redeem is becoming greater and greater. This gap between reality in life and the

culturally produced expectations, between everyday life and the explosion of expectations in our

minds and hearts, may be a vital motive for needs and fantasies concerning change. Of course they

may also be paralysing causing depression, suffering and somatic disorders. Both reveal the

ambivalence in the cultural process of liberation” (Ziehe, 1983 p 33).

In addition, one might contend that market mechanisms are expanding to more and more
socio-cultural areas, ie the market intervenes more in one’s subjective dimensions. Sexuality
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and eroticism are being attached to market mechanisms. The same applies to appearance,
furnishing, the food we eat, how we wish to be treated when we are ill, all in all to the life
style we aim at. Decisions must be made individually, and this may lead to demands for
achievement for the individual and thereby to fear of achievement, which was atypical when
tradition was still intact.

Emancipation from tradition-bound symbols does not automatically lead us to a supermarket,
where we are free to choose between new symbols. The new emancipated space itself is pre-
structured and pre-interpreted, eg by new societal media.

Ziehe works with a concept he calls “the presumptuous in reality”. He describes ways of life,
which compete with each other simultaneously. This approach to “ways of life” is a unique
trait in modern society, where ways of life are found in both societal and individual
consciousness. He presents contrasting ways of life: home as a child contra sense of
community at home, early marriage contra living alone, consumer trip contra meditative
asceticism, career race contra odd jobs, public servant security contra social security, soft man
or the Ramboesque male, spur-of-the-moment principle or planning for the future, studies or
labour. He characterises these contrasting ways of life as points of identification, which are all
present in our consciousness, as possible choices in the imagination or expectations, though
hardly in reality. It is an illusion that a free choice exists between these ways of life.
Childhood has structured an individual’s course of life; the point is, however, that all ways of
life exist in the consciousness. In other words, the illusion of free choice exists, even though it
is only an illusion. The individual is always conscious of the opportunities he or she failed to
obtain or which were unsuccessful: 

“The one who has a job has the possibility to opt out, for the one who is self-disciplined it is the

existence of demonstrative enjoyment, for the one who would like to be loyal it is the existence of

sexual desires of release, for the one who is unemployed it is the existence of he who makes a

good living” (Ziehe, 1983 p 35). 

During times of cultural emancipation, the individual is constantly conscious of the
opportunities that he or she missed or failed to obtain. The experience that one’s opportunities
continually narrow down, come to a standstill, and are contrary to what one desires becomes
persistently more difficult to endure. 

“There are both: the importunate existence of possibilities and the increasing consciousness of not

being able to come to terms with them! Confronted with the illusory variety of potential ways of

life, many people feel feebly restricted to obtain genuine change. Everything seems to be in

movement, while many suffer from standing still...” (Ziehe, 1983 p 36).

In  the post-war period and for some years after, acquiring consumer goods expressed the
need for material security and in some environments demonstrated a certain standard of
living. However, what the goods as such represent is increasingly insufficient. Housing, the
opportunities to display an aesthetic style, sensuous enjoyment are all becoming more urgent.
Consumption does not only mean to own, but also allows for expression.

M A P P
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Non-fulfilment of expectations and opportunities that turn out to be illusory and unobtainable
in reality cause an all-embracing feeling of being surrounded by demands and expectations,
which intrude upon the personality’s most intimate strata. The socio-cultural emancipation
reveals itself as a feeling of obligation to “become someone”, take responsibility for one’s
own life and success in life. In this context Ziehe also mentions the responsibility we have for
our appearance and bodies. Body consciousness, fitness, and cosmetic improvement re-
inforces the myth concerning the ability to form oneself. Today, obesity is filled with shame.

The cultural emancipation’s impact on food

Ziehe works with youth cultures, schools, and learning processes and has analysed tendencies
in the societal processes of modernisation in this context. However, many of these tendencies
may be recognised in changes, which have taken place within the household and with regard
to food during the postwar period. The technocratisation of the domains of everyday life and
the destruction of tradition encompassed within the cultural emancipation process have also
taken place in this area. Previously, the larger part of food production took place within the
household. The rapid increase in industrial food production and the increase in the number of
women in the labour market have taken place simultaneously. In this manner resources were
released, which previously were tied to the household. Women have been released from a
great deal of work, ties, and restrictions; however, at the same time the household has been
released from knowledge and experience associated with the preparation of food and the
production of the meal. This emancipation process is, therefore, double-sided. 

The industrialisation of food production also implies the manner in which food is produced
and thereby the content and sort of food. Where earlier, food was produced according to own
needs, it is now part of the market economy and is thereby subjugated to the mechanisms
which characterise economic competition in the market. The food sector has witnessed quite
an extensive change during the last 20-30 years both with regard to economy and technology:

- food production has become industrialised, the degree of processing of food has grown,
production has become increasingly science-based and production methods have
become increasingly different from those known to the consumer,

- food production has become centralised and specialised, large-scale production has
become more important, and geographical distances between the individual links of the
food chain have increased,

- the food distribution sector has become centralised and internationalised, and the sales
of food to the consumer has become increasingly dominated by large supermarket
chains (Jelsøe, 1989). 

The consequences of this development comprise changes in the situation of the consumer as
well as in the supply and quality of the foods. For a more detailed discussion of the changes in
food quality see Lassen (1993). 
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Food also enters consumption in another way. It is an identity shaping factor in line with
clothes, home furnishing, and on the whole how one lives. The process of modernisation
concerning food may be described on the one hand as an emancipation process: An eman-
cipation from restrictions tied to what the household could produce or buy at local markets to
an almost boundless supply of goods, which due to the technological development in the
production and transport sectors has become almost independent of geographic and time
constraints. On the other hand, security, safety and especially transparency may disappear. For
individuals, this process involves different levels of ambivalence, which Ziehe links to cultural
emancipation in general. There are different streams towards which consumers may aim their
purchasing and household patterns. At one end of the spectrum there are those who try to
maintain a self-sufficient household with poultry runs, vegetable gardens, and as few
purchases as possible. At the other end, though somewhat exaggerated, there is the out-and-
out consumer, who indulges in food and ready-made dishes that require as little processing
and involvement as possible. In between there are infinite variants of consumer types that
orient their consumption towards different poles eg health, environment, time demands, and
exotic gastronomic experiences. The possibilities of variants of consumer types correspond to
the possibilities for purchasing food. 

Holm (1991) has pointed out the fruitfulness of Ziehe’s analysis of cultural emancipation pro-
cesses for the understanding of modern food culture. In her Ph.D. dissertation she concludes: 

“Ziehe’s analysis of the cultural emancipation process and the consequences it has for individuals’

situation and orientation possibilities unlock more nuanced categories, which may be utilised to

identify reaction patterns in the present food development. His theory allows for fast and changing

views that exist within the area of food to not only be seen as confused consumers, that do not

know what they want, and are characterised by irrational suspicion towards the industry. These

apparent shifts of view may perhaps advantageously be seen as expressing real ambivalence, which

is a result of the cultural emancipation process” (Holm, 1991 p 73).

Ziehe places emphasis on describing the changes in the modernisation process rather than de-
scribing the foundation on which these changes occur. When we analyse how food habits and
household patterns change in the course of the modernisation process, it is not sufficient to
describe the emancipation process. It is equally necessary to describe those life patterns and
ways of life which are of pre-capitalist character, and which have co-existed simultaneously
with the penetration of the capitalist mode of production. These ways of life form the founda-
tion for cultural legacy and socialisation, and they continue to constitute some of the funda-
mental characteristics of current patterns of life. In this context, we will use Højrup’s (1983)
description of contemporary ways of life under capitalism, which will be described below.

Way of life theories seen in relation to consumer analyses

One of the objectives of the present research project is to analyse under which conditions
consumers can influence food production and subsequently the choices available in the retail
trade.

M A P P
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The emanating point of the project is that consumers live under different constraints for their
actual choice of food and that different groups of consumers, therefore, have rather different
prerequisites for influencing food production. An attempt is made to systematise consumers
with different consumer interests, and in this context we wish to determine whether Højrup’s
way-of-life theory is an appropriate tool for classifying consumers into reasonably homoge-
nous groups.

Since 1983  when Højrup’s book The Forgotten People was published, the way-of-life concept
has been discussed in the social sciences as well as in various planning circles in Denmark.
The concept has been discussed and applied as an empirical categorisation of various popula-
tions, and has been viewed as the alternative to, eg, the Danish Social Science Institute’s cate-
gorisation of classes and social groups, and to the Marxist based class analyses (Hansen,
1984). Focusing on way-of-life analyses is a more or less direct criticism of former categori-
sations of living conditions based on scraps of information on human beings’ way of living
such as income, housing situation, age distribution, size of family, spare time interests, social
network, etc. Way-of-life analyses attempt to link social analysis and cultural analysis by
taking point of departure in different production forms and describing ways of life which
depend on the labour relations related to the various production forms. Way-of-life is viewed
as a holistic concept of daily, weekly and annual activities. It describes how work life consti-
tutes the framework for spare time activities, and how eating habits and social activities
constitute an entity.

Højrup argues that it makes no sense to consider life conditions if you do not examine what
they are conditions of - what kind of freedom they offer and which limitations they create. Or
rephrased: “Way of life is what is made possible through living conditions. Living conditions
are what is relevant and necessary compared to way of life” (Højrup, 1983). The way various
groups in society view quality of life, a good environment, a good place to live, a good job,
and good food is conditioned by the way of life of this very group.

Højrup develops his concepts by repeatedly confronting them with empirical observations, for
the purpose of revising the categories. First, he works with two different ways of life, ie, the
rural and the urban ways of life. Having analysed the characteristics and differences of these
two main ways of life in the neighbourhood of Salling (in the north-western part of the Danish
peninsula Jutland) and Skive (one of the largest towns in that part of the country), he divides
the urban way of life into a wage-earner way of life and a career-bound way of life. He also
adds a fourth way of life, the bourgeois way of life, which for several reasons (one being that
only few people have this way of life) he chooses not to develop.

Højrup, therefore, ends up with three ways of life which are analysed in more detail:

1) The independent way of life
2) The wage-earner way of life
3) The career-bound way of life

The ways of life are not linked to the urban or the rural areas, even though they emanate there.
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Each way of life can be characterised by the following main factors:

* the relation between work and leisure 
* the nature of the work 
* concepts and comprehension of time
* the role of family life
* importance of local society - structure of the social network
* ideology to secure the necessary harmony between intellectual and material life.

The three ways of life

1. The independent way of life

The independent way of life appears in agriculture, fishery, craftsmanship, transportation,
service trades and small manufacturing enterprises. The basic feature of this way of life is a
close connection between work and time off. The family’s everyday life is not divided into
time zones during which quite different activities are carried out. Everything is done from a
perspective of usefulness and all activities are work. Both the tasks in the business and the
chores in the household are useful and meaningful to all the members of the family, even
though there is a distinct indication of who feels responsible for the work actually being
carried out. Work constitutes a non-differentiated activity and the independent person has
great influence on how and when the work should be done. One of the characteristic features
is that there is no clear-cut division between workplace and home, neither in time nor in
space. S/he lives for her/his work and identifies with it to such an extent that the concept
“time off” makes no sense in this way of life. The family is firmly rooted in local society
where in many cases it has lived for generations. The local network is important for both
production and reproduction, and the network maintains the way-of-life elements of
independence, sovereignty and barter, through the mutual exchange of services and goods.
Families are close, emotionally and financially. Everybody helps each other come harvest
time, when moonlighting and slaughtering pigs and when someone needs collateral for a loan
to buy a new machine. There is a work-related and financial dependency with the local
network, both through the exchange of goods and through the buying and selling and free
exchange of services. The entire network is by and large kept intact by certain ideologies and
norms.

“An ideology ennobling hard work, endurance and sense of responsibility, drive, independence,

freedom, cooperation, sacrifices, physical strength and an ability for planning and solving

problems when things appear as gloomy as they can possibly be, are all vital elements for the

family to give what it takes and for the family to feel that it is reasonable and right to do so”

(Højrup, p 67).

The purpose of it all is to maintain the business as an independent enterprise. Should the
family face financial problems which may mean that it can no longer live from the business
alone, the financial situation is often supplemented with some kind of contract work.
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2. The wage-earner way of life

The wage-earner way of life is characterised by total separation of work and time off. Work is
a means for providing money for what is considered the real life, ie, the time spent away from
work. Work has no purpose in itself, it is merely a means for maintaining reproduction. Work
is separated from home, which again reflects the structure of the urban area: housing areas
with shopping centres in one part and the industrial area in another part of the city. One
characteristic feature of an ordinary wage earner is that the majority spends large parts of their
spare time in some kind of club - be it political, trade union or sport clubs, etc. The activities
take place outside the family. It is the individual member of the family who participates or is
registered as a member.

The time off for a wage earner comprises a host of activities. There are no restrictions in the
structure of the way of life as to leisure activities. Only they must be in contrast to the work
life. Thus, it is not a condition that it be a sports activity, evening school, or the like. It can be
anything from large-scale political involvement to building a bathing jetty or playing a game
of cards.

The most characteristic feature is that once at home, you are really off work. A day’s work is
completed, and absolutely nothing work-related is left to do when you come home. It is really
a matter of time off - unlike what is characteristic for the independent way of life where one
never ever can free oneself of business related thoughts and have the sense of time off.

No production is carried out at home for the “reproduction of labour”. Industrial production is
left to markets in which the purchasing of goods makes reproduction possible.

Production and reproduction are two fully separated elements and the only thing required for
the reproduction of labour in terms of production is the payment of a wage reflecting the cost
for the worker to reproduce himself and his family. In return, the worker must present a
structured form of reproduction guided by social and ideological aspects. In this respect, the
family structure is an adequate reproduction unit, however, now in a quite different sense than
for the independent way of life.

This way of life is associated with another time concept. Life is divided into time sold for
labour and time off which again is divided into time necessary for reproduction (eating,
sleeping, cleaning, etc.) and the remaining time off, which is spent in a meaningful way.

Unlike the independent person, the worker is not immersed in the same local network.
Relations with other people are determined by joint activities and there is a broad variety of
role playing, eg neighbour, customer, colleague, mother or father, football player, etc. 

Ideologically, the solidarity with colleagues and union members plays an important part. The
historic meaning of the union for the maintaining of “reasonable” life conditions has had a
great impact on the subsistence of the wage-earner way of life. Solidarity in the wage earner
way of life encompasses thoughts of joint demands and relations and leaves no room for
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individual blame as to, eg, unemployment, industrial accidents, as is the case for the
independent way of life.

3. The career-bound way of life

The wage-earner way of life, as well as the career-bound way of life is characterised by a
division between productive and reproductive work, however, without the contrast between
work and off work. This way of life is work-related and requires a set of qualifications, often
academic, whereas the wage-earner way of life is associated with work which requires little or
no education at all. In the career-bound way of life, there is no distinction between work and
reproduction, as the means-ends relation is mutual: work pays the wage which again is a
prerequisite for reproduction, and time off is very often spent on career-related activities.
Quite often, the man’s career has dominated in these families, whereas the woman has
constituted the moral and practical background for her husband by carrying out the practical
chores related to reproduction, ranging from shopping, cooking, raising children to single
events such as the preparing of business dinners, home decorating, arranging cultural visits
during holidays, etc.

It has, however, become increasingly common for women with a higher education to pursue a
career and marry a man with the same ambitions. These families are faced with time
problems. There is no back up at home during the daytime, to do the shopping, the laundry,
the house decorating, to prepare business dinners, etc. On the other hand, it creates a market
for black or grey goods and services, like hired help for cleaning, gardening, child care, etc.

The course of a career for this way of life may be pursued within the public as well as the
private sector. In this way of life, the persons are not tied down by local society, as it is
customary to move several times for promotion purposes. For the same reason, it is also
customary to live way from the family. This provides another set of family relations, with a
week-end visit once in a while, but no dependence on services as is the case in the two other
ways of life, where grandparents look after the children when they are small, or the children
take care of their parents when they get too old or too sick to look after themselves. This way
of life depends on public institutions for the old and the young.

Ideologically, this way of life is characterised by the intense involvement of an individual in
his or her work. In identifying oneself with one’s career, the individual believes that it is
through work that one meets exciting and interesting people. The individual derives intrinsic
stimulation from his/her job and finds new work tasks for her/himself. The time pressure of
the work situation pervades one’s entire existence. The pocket diary or “time manager”
notebook is indispensable; it symbolises the need to plan and organise the day so that no time
is wasted and plans are fulfilled.
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Perspectives in the way-of-life analyses

Højrup’s intention with the way-of-life analyses in The Forgotten People is to contribute to
planning and to life-condition analyses from an ethnological angle. His background is a
criticism of the traditional welfare analyses, which are rooted in the State distribution of
various resources (income, education, health services, housing conditions, etc.) to various tiers
in society. The purpose of these analyses is to find methods for the comparison of welfare in
various layers of society. Consequently, mostly only quantifiable aspects, reflecting general
human needs, are included in the comparison. An assumption of the traditional analyses is
that such general human needs are found across the culturally different ways of life. Højrup
turns this problem around and starts with the various cultural and economic features
characterising individuals, and from there he tries to analyse the life conditions that produce
these factors. The intention is to create a better basis of understanding for planners and
politicians by taking into account the special relations prevailing in a certain neighbourhood
or for a certain group of the population. This implies a criticism of the ordinary socio-
technocratic and welfare view of human life - with the idea of a good life for everybody, as
also Bjerring (1989) discusses. It is not the primary purpose of way-of-life analyses to group
families and the population at large into various ways of life, but rather to have these as
reference points for an understanding of people’s cultural, material and ideological life
patterns. For this reason, Højrup often operates with the concept of “variation” of a given way
of life, when the pattern does not entirely match one of the three ways of life. Højrup’s call for
nuances and understanding of the special relations prevailing in people’s everyday lives, gives
variety to the analysis, but may limit the usefulness of the analysis when it is reduced to very
small population groups thus reducing the basis for planning. 

There has been much criticism of the way-of-life concept because of its preoccupation with
work as a determinant of way of life (Mortensen, Palsholm & Haste, 1987). As a con-
sequence, several major groups of society are not included in Højrup’s way-of-life analysis.

One large group not dealt with are the unemployed. Dalsgaard (1989) has worked with the
way-of-life concept in connection with an analysis of the terms and conditions for mothers on
long-term welfare. In order to understand female life strategy and the differences among
women, Dalsgaard poses the question of whether one can talk about a particular unemploy-
ment way of life for the unemployed. She has been critical of the foundation of the way-of-
life analysis because it does not deal with people who are not engaged in society’s
reproduction - ie groups which are not to be found on the labour market. Way-of-life theorists
view the unemployed as a group conceptually belonging or referring to one of the already
developed ways of life - ie the particular group they would belong to had they been employed.
It is in fact a rather large part of the population which does not fall within the frames of the
ways of life, as approximately 20% of the work active population is outside the labour market,
being on early retirement schemes, or long-term unemployment benefits. Despite her criticism
of this part of the way-of-life analysis, Dalsgaard takes her point of departure in this analysis
tradition and attempts to develop some categories which more specifically describe the way-
of-life of the unemployed. She arrives at three main categories of unemployed:
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1. Those who are determined to get a job
2. Those who want a job, but....
3. Those who have no plans of getting a job

Dalsgaard now examines how different elements of the original ways of life also form part of
the cultural and ideological aspects of the unemployeds’ way of life. Even though the un-
employed are almost invisible in Højrup’s way-of-life analysis, his analysis has nevertheless
been an inspiration for and constituted a large part of the theoretical background of Dalgaard’s
project on unemployed mothers, a project, which in turn contributed significantly to the
further development of the way-of-life analysis.

Criticism has also been levelled against the way-of-life analysis from a feminist point of view.
In Højrup’s analysis women become appendices to their husbands, as the family’s way of life
is determined by the man’s work. This is further enhanced in Højrup’s analysis as most of the
independent people he dealt with are men. Neither is the group of female career persons suffi-
ciently large to make them visible in this way-of-life pattern. By far the larger part of the
women in the labour market would fall within the category of the wage earner way of life. This
criticism of the lack of female visibility in the way-of-life analysis is made up for in Rahbek
Christensen’s book Separate Ways (1987), in which she develops two additional ways of life
within the frames of the three main life form categories, namely the “woman behind the man”
(married to a career man) and the house-wife. She moreover deals explicitly with female work
attachment, so that the family’s way of life is not entirely determined by the husband’s work.

Way of life analysis based on quantitative data

Højrup has developed his way-of-life concept within a qualitatively oriented scientific
tradition. Lately, there has been an interest in testing way-of-life concepts also within the
more quantitative traditions within social science. (Hjorth Andersen 1991, 1993; Duelund &
Skot-Hansen 1989).

In a survey of families with children, much consideration has been given to how the way-of-
life analysis can supplement the formerly applied classifications developed within the survey
traditions, ie the social group division (Hansen, 1984) and the classification developed by
Wright (1985). The most essential contribution to the way-of-life analysis is the inclusion of
what is called the ideological part of the ways of life, the idea-based universe or the global
image. Consequently, it is not sufficient to classify people’s way of life solely on the basis of
their work position, education and training. It is also recognized within the survey tradition
that respondents cannot be categorised according to their work position on the day of the
interview as s/he may soon be moving to another position. Hjorth Andersen gives some
examples of this: “Is an industrial worker in his fifties, and who was an independent farmer
from he was 25 till he was 49 years old, to be included in the category of the wage-earner way
of life? Is the 20 year-old son of a gardener, temporarily an un-skilled worker because he is
saving up money to become an independent florist, to be categorised as a wage earner?”
Previous surveys have shown that these examples are rare and do not move many respondents
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from one way of life to another. However, if ways of life are to be operationalised according
to the contents stipulated by the ethnologically inspired way-of-life analysis, then it is also
necessary to operationalise the concept’s ideological contents.

In the survey of families with children, it was decided to ascertain the views which members
of a certain way-of-life group are expected to hold in order to act in accordance with the way
of life in question - the way of life’s everyday ideology. More specifically, it was decided to
concentrate on aspects relating to work and the structuring of daily life. It was, on the other
hand, decided to disregard other norms and attitudes, such as political attitudes.

The classification of the families in the survey was nevertheless a compromise, as
classification into the independent way of life is solely based on information on the work
position. The two other ways of life, the career-bound way of life and the wage earner way of
life, are based upon aspects of behaviour related to the respondent’s work in addition to
information on the work position itself. This was attempted by asking the following questions:

“Are the following statements often, seldom, or never true for you? Do you

A: Bring home work?
B: Think of work-related tasks after working hours?
C: Think of work-related problems after working hours?
D: Cancel engagements because of work?” (Hjorth Andersen, 1991 p 26)

Hjorth Andersen has two objections in connection with making the classification on this basis:
Firstly, persons are placed into a way-of-life category solely on the basis of one among several
ideological elements in the two way-of-life categories; secondly, the persons are classified
according to their reported actual conduct in relation to work/time off, and not according to
their attitude towards this aspect. To the first objection, Hjorth Andersen states that this was
what there was time for and that future surveys will include more parameters. The second
objection triggers a methodological discussion on the interpretation of attitudinal questions.
When asking people, “what comes first: wife and children or work?”, most people will be
unable to answer the question. In an absolute form, most men would probably prefer wife and
children to work. However, if it was a matter of giving priority to work once or several times a
week, the answers would look different.

In the survey on families with children, the respondents were classified in such a way that
those who had answered “often” or “sometimes” to at least three of the questions or to the two
most “career oriented” questions, viz A and D, were grouped into the career-bound way of
life, whereas the other respondents were grouped under the wage earner way of life.

With respect to the structuring of daily life, only one question was asked: “Are you able to
divide your day into work hours and off work hours?” Hjorth Andersen appreciatest that what
is actually measured by these questions is in some cases the ability to make a theoretical
distinction between working hours and off work hours, regardless of the actual everyday
structuring. With this limitation in mind, it can be expected that first and foremost it will be
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the respondents belonging to the independent way of life who will answer in negative terms to
this question. It is, however, also to be expected that the category of career-bound people will
answer that they are unable or only to a certain degree able to distinguish between work and
off-work hours.

The respondents of the survey had the following distribution among the three categories of
way of life:

16% in the independent way of life
27% in the career-bound way of life
58% in the wage-earner way of life.

Hjorth Andersen makes a comparison to Djurfeldt’s survey (1989) in which the classification
is made entirely on the basis of work data. In this survey, the distribution among the same
categories is 5%, 41% and 44%. It was to be expected that there would be a difference mainly
with respect the two wage-earner categories, as the independent category was defined largely
on the basis of the same questions. Especially white collar workers end up rather randomly in
one of the categories depending on the accuracy of the reply to the question on structuring of
daily life.

If the distribution in way-of-life categories is compared to the division into social classes, the
outcome is rather predictable, viz that the majority of the wage earners with a career-bound
way of life are to be found among high ranking white collar workers and that the largest part
of wage earners within the category of the wage-earner way of life are to be found among un-
skilled workers. More surprisingly, the comparison shows that an equal proportion of men and
women are to be found in the career-bound way of life category. This probably shows more
about the survey than about “equality of the sexes”. However, on the existing basis it is not
possible to assess the inaccuracy.

Hjorth Andersen concludes that these first attempts to operationalise the concept of ways of
life have been most encouraging, albeit there is still a long way to go. “However, it is pure
imagination to develop a set of questions representing the final solution to the problem of ope-
rationalising the way-of-life concept. First, the three categories mentioned here are just three
out of many possible ways of life. Second, the concept of way of life is so complex that, in a
given survey investigation, one has to concentrate on these elements of the way of life catego-
ries which will be most relevant for the problem to be investigated” (Hjorth Andersen, p 34).

Way of life theory and new technology

The second survey I want to mention was conducted by Duelund and Skot-Hansen in
connection with the introduction of new information technology (1989). Their starting point is
a critical attitude to Højrup’s way-of-life theory. Basically the two authors find that way-of-
life theory is applicable in terms of a rudimentary description and analysis of the relations
between the social structure and culture, but also that it becomes increasingly problematic to
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apply the theory in connection with modern life relations. They agree with other critics, eg
Hoff (1988) and Djurfeld (1989), that Højrup’s concepts are very similar to traditional class
analysis although way-of-life analysis includes “everyday non-work related activities”. They
particularly mention the woman’s role in the family, where they, like Hoff, find just as many
differences in the view of the woman’s role within ways of life as across ways of life.

Despite their critical attitude towards the way-of-life concept, they use it as their point of
departure for a survey implemented in connection with the so-called “Fejø Project”. In this
project the objective was to determine the Fejø inhabitants’ attitude to and use of new
information technology, when they are provided with the opportunity to use it.

The relation between work and time-off was easy to detect. The result was that almost none of
the independent farmers made a distinction between work and time off, which fits excellently
with Højrup’s concepts. It was, however, much more surprising that 1/3 of the independent
group actually saw the distinction and that more than 1/3 of the wage earners did not feel the
distinction. These results are not in accordance with the way-of-life concepts. Both the
independent people, who were not farmers, and many wage earners had opinions and
experiences which cross the way-of-life categories. This was shown, for example, in the
question relating to the role of the local community where, in contrast to the way-of-life
concepts, the wage earners had close relations to the local area and did not wish to pursue
activities outside the island. It was the independent people who most frequently made visits to
and participated in activities outside the island. There were almost no career-bound people on
Fejø. In order to investigate some of the nuances raised by the questionnaires, some
qualitative interviews were added to the analysis. It thus became necessary to gather
supplementary information on life on the island in addition to what was ascertained via the
questionnaires.

Way of life analysis and the analysis of food culture

In her thesis, Haastrup (1990) analyses the interrelations of housework, food, and meals as a
cohesive complex of activities. Initially, the emanating point of her work was to analyse the
food habits of families. However, food as such left only a superficial impression of the
differences between households. Her work then focused on the process prior to the meal itself.
“The main theme was the status of the housework in the households in holistic terms, and how
the households viewed and gave priority to housework, food, and meals” (Haastrup, p VII).

She conducted a survey in which she describes families who rather quickly pan-fried ready-
made slices of chicken and then served them at the coffee table in the living room. Others
found pleasure in preparing the meals together and had two or three course meals every day at
the dinner table. Still others took soup bones from the freezer (from the home-slaughtered
pig), made soup with vegetables from the garden and served the soup in the farmhouse
kitchen. Apart from describing what happened during the preparation of meals, Haastrup
found it important to describe how the individual families interpreted the act of preparing
meals: In the first instance, the family basically thought of what was the easiest thing to do.
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Secondly, they thought of what they would like to have. And in the third instance they thought
of what was available. Based on these empirical observations, Haastrup elaborates on the
description of various household types. Here she partly applies the way-of-life concepts and
partly an ideal type method in a Weberian sense.

In terms of the means-end discussion of the way-of-life concepts, housework is viewed as any
other type of work in the independent way of life. They are means and ends for each other. In
the wage-earner way of life, housework can be either means along the lines of time off or ends
along the lines of the wage-earner job. In the career-bound way of life, housework can be part
of the job, as eg representation or image creation. The preparation of a meal can also be a
relaxing “leisure activity”. In the two female ways of life, described by Rahbek Christensen
(1987, 1989), ie the housewife way of life and the “woman behind the man”, housework takes
different forms. In the housewife way of life, housework is the means of the housewife with
which her wage-earner husband can realise his way of life.

The way-of-life analysis has been the basic theoretical and methodological framework of
reference in the analysis of the various households. However, the empirical differences
appearing within the way-of-life categories have been explained by referring to other works.
Here, the Weberian ideal types have been used as theoretical references. The ideal types are,
in this case, explained as cohesive images appearing through the isolation of perspectives, and
by looking for contrasts to systematise the empirical material. It is stressed that both ways of
life and household types are structural concepts and not empirical categories.

Haastrup focuses on the processes of food preparation and consumption and distinguishes
between production- and consumption-related aspects of the household when determining
household types. In this way, she finally distinguishes between two household types, namely
the self-sufficient household and the consumer household.

Self-sufficient households cultivate and produce as much food as possible, they process the
raw material as much as possible and exploit their storage facilities, eg the freezer. The self-
sufficient household belongs in the countryside, but may also be seen in other ways of life.

Consumer households tend to buy as much food as possible in shops and process it in various
ways. The food can be processed in two different ways:

a) It can be an objective in itself in the committed consumer household, as cooking here is
given very high priority and considered to be a very meaningful activity.

b) In the non-committed consumer household, it is considered to be a tool. Here cooking is
something that has to be done because “you have got to eat something”.

As an additional group of concepts, Haastrup works with the terms and resources available to
the households when they shop, cook and eat. She focuses on the individual household’s use
of time and money. Consumer households with scarce resources find it much more difficult to
attain some of the food cultures they may dream of, whereas households with more resources
have a broader array of options both in terms of buying and producing food. Even though
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these resources do play a certain role, Haastrup still thinks that priorities based on culture are
far more important than those based on economy. She does, however, maintain the categories
of time and money in her survey.

In the analysis of the meal itself, there is a distinction between the individual and shared
patterns of meals. The individual pattern prevails for breakfast, lunch and snacks, if any,
whereas the shared pattern dominates the main meal, dinner. There are variations within the
individual way-of-life categories, where priority of the shared meal is expected to be rated
higher in the self-sufficient household and the committed consumer household, whereas
individual meals are far more common within the non-committed consumer households.

As a last conceptual category, the symbols and concepts characterizing the various ways of
life and household types are dealt with. This is done by analysing discourses on housework,
food and meals. The self-sufficient households have their own discourses and often also apply
discourses of the consumer households, whereas the opposite very rarely occurs. The
commited consumer type often speaks for everybody and quite often with a certain authority,
especially when talking about “knowledge on food” and “nutritious eating habits”. The non-
committed consumer type does not have independent discourses, but is often the centre of
discussion among other consumer groups and is looked upon as a warning factor. Through the
discourses, the thesis attempts to go beyond the ethnocentric views on different households by
“making the concepts of the individual households interrelate”.

There are no earlier qualitative analyses describing the household, food and meals from the
perspective of way-of-life analysis. It has therefore been necessary for Haastrup to undertake
an independent empirical data collection with respect to the above stated perspectives. The
starting point of the empirical information collection is a previous survey made by Haastrup
of school children’s eating habits.

The information gathering took place in connection with the subject domestic science taught
in the Danish Folkeskole (primary and lower-secondary school). This subject is compulsory in
the 6th grade, and was chosen for this purpose because it is probably the most comprehensive
institutionalised training in nutrition and housework organised by the public sector. Here
children from different cultures are brought together, making it possible to examine a meeting
of cultures under specially institutionalised forms, and to get a glimpse of their everyday lives
and socialisation practices.

Three different 6th grade classes in three different schools were chosen, presuming that all
three basic ways of life would be represented. 54 pupils and their families participated. The
data collection comprised observations in the domestic science classes during a period of two
months amid interviews with the pupils on their everyday life with focus on housework, food
and meals and their views on domestic science classes. Furthermore, the teachers were
interviewed with regard to their curriculum vitae and their everyday life in relation to
housework, food and meals, and their training and work as domestic science teachers. The
parents of the pupils (mostly the mothers) were interviewed about their curriculum vitae (with
regard to the socialisation aspect) and everyday life in relation to housework, food and meals,
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the way they organise the housework now and socialise their children to do it. In addition the
pupils kept a round-the-clock diary for all meals and a weekly diary for all supper meals.

The information collected is used to derive ideal types. Some of the households, moreover, are
used as examples of how specific households and individuals realise some important features
of the ideal types. The examples are thus not presented as households of one type or another,
but as households which, in a particular or characteristic way, are analysed with the concepts
developed within the ideal types. In such instances it is important to focus on the empiric
extreme cases which can be used to express contrasting ways of living - in this case with
respect to housework, food and meals.The topics taken up transcend and cross the various
way-of-life concepts and deal with time and finances as resources, division of work based on
sex, and discourses dealing with the various households’ views on each other - ie an attempt
to go beyond the ethnocentricity of the individual household types.

Change of life conditions in the cultural modernisation process

Ways of life are dynamic entities which continue to evolve in relation to changes in the work
process and the meaning of work in the ongoing process of modernisation. The structuring
process by which various ways of life are “anchored” in the meaning of work, on which
Højrup has elaborated, is maintained as an important anchoring point for how we understand
the content and variations in ways of life. In developing the way-of-life concept as a
relationship between work and free time, however, Højrup inadvertently creates way-of-life
prototypes which have the tendency to harden into fixed categories lacking any sort of
dynamism. This is one reason why an increasingly large number of social groups fall outside
the “established” way-of-life categories, which we have referred to in the critique above.
Højrup is aware of the problem and attempts to solve it by operating with different variants
within the way-of-life categories. However, we do not believe that his attempts are adequate.

By extending the conditions of existence from simple material conditions to include both the
material conditions and the cultural process of change, as Ziehe describes it, we are able better
to identify the interplay between living conditions and ways of life, and to elucidate them in
such a way that we can speak of a process of change. Ways-of-life are described not so much as
predetermined, as derived from pre-established traditional life patterns, but rather, as anchoring
points with many common features from which the individual becomes socialised. 

As the boundaries between various ways of life become more blurred in the modern process
of change, we can identify features previously thought to be derived from differing ways of
life, but which now appear within the same way of life. The individual way-of-life traits have
the tendency to become more dynamic and self-selected. Developments in communication
and the mass media in modern society have enabled people to acquire ideas about patterns of
life from ways of life other than their own. Ziehe views ways of life as being present both in
social life and in the individual consciousness. For the individual, the possibility appears to
choose freely among various life patterns, because in the unconscious it is clear what the
choices are. However, experiences show that the prestructuring which lies in the social basis
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produces a situation whereby the ability to switch from one set of life patterns to another does
not proceed so rapidly.

The choices manifest themselves in a larger market orientation, whereby the individual can
orient her/himself toward “life style products” in domains such as clothing styles, home
furnishings, “environmentally safe” products as well as food items. “Life style” to a greater
degree becomes a question of choice, limited only by one’s spending possibilities, and stands
in contrast to the ways of life, which continue to be prestructured on the social basis. Of
course, there will be a certain association between way-of-life patterns and choice of lifestyle,
but as far as we know, no concrete study has been made of these associations. We will touch
on this aspect in the empirical investigations in the present MAPP project. 
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